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#Harvest15
Hopefully this edition of goldenhorseshoe finds
you well and safely through, or well on your
way through, this years’ harvest.

!In this edition you will find coverage of

FarmSmart Expo, from the event in July at the
Elora Research Station. Also, there is a taste of
the new FarmSmart event, ZoneSmart, which
ran in early September at Woodrill Farms near
Guelph. Be sure to visit
www.farmsmartconference.com for more info
about FarmSmart events, and mark your
calendar for the annual FarmSmart conference,
January 23 at the UofG, preceded by
YieldSmart on January 22 at RIM Park in
Waterloo.

!You will also find an engaging article about

hops production in Niagara featuring Albert
Witteveen. Albert is a wealth of knowledge
about growing hops for Ontario’s rapidly
expanding craft brewing industry. He’s also
Vice President of the Ontario Hop Growers’
Association, so if you are interested in more
hops info, visit
www.ontariohopgrowersassociation.ca.

!

!There were a few summer and early fall events

!

!Watch for the winter edition out soon too,
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around the Horseshoe that are covered here,
along with a list of upcoming workshops in our
geography. As always, OMAFRA’s Crop Talk
provides essential production information and
OSCIA news reminds you what your provincial
association has been up to on your behalf.

containing more great resources, as well as info
about upcoming events and annual meeting
dates. You can also visit the website for the
most up-to-date info, or follow the Twitter feed
too.

!Harvest safe,
Janice J.

(h) 519-856-2591 (c) 519-994-8619
ghscia@hotmail.com
Twitter: @GHSCIA
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President’s Remarks!

!
!
! always where did the summer go? It feels like
Like
we!had one this year and crops are ahead of last
year
! by a long shot. !
As !I write this my head is still digesting what went in
my!ears at Zonesmart. Don't know how much stuck,
as !
a lot was thrown at us for a very informative day.
We!have a lot of data at our fingertips already if we
can!analyze it and base management decisions on
it.!
!
The! requirements for the new nicotinoid regulations
are starting to come into effect. Make sure you
! an info session, the OMAFRA website, or your agronomist so that you know what you need to
access
Steve Sickle, GHSCIA President!

do.!
Have a safe and productive harvest and keep an eye for soil and crop upcoming events.

My Views from the Tractor Seat!
John Sikkens, Provincial Director!
Greetings all members! 2015 has been a great
growing season here in Niagara! Rain once in a while
and more heat units than last year. Some of the
counties have had summer meetings. By the time
you read this, Zone Smart will be past. Hopefully
some members made it out to some of the county
meetings.!
Growers can find a coupon in the farm papers for a 3
hour CCA to assess your farm and its farming
practises. It is also possible to go onto the Soil &
Crop website to obtain the coupon. Starting Sept. 1
there is a new program - The Farm Health incentive
program. More information will be coming out in the coming weeks - check in
at www.ontariosoilcrop.org!
Hopefully many of you attended the Outdoor Farm Show, and got your free breakfast courtesy of
Sylvite! The OSCIA tent had a lot of interesting info and demos, with OMAFRA staff on hand to talk
about trials and the new nicotinoid requirements.!
Wishing you a safe harvest season!
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Growing Hops as a ‘Second’
Ag Career!

!

Albert Witteveen was born and raised in
Peterborough and moved with his parents to
Niagara at the age of 16. They were a poultry
farming family in the late 1970s. Albert married
in 1987, to Liz, a neonatal nurse at McMaster.
They purchased property, an old poultry farm
plus 10,000 units of quota, and eventually built a
house. !
Their son Michael was born in 1990, and
daughter Leah was born in 1995. Michael is
currently working in Weyburn Saskatchewan,
initially on a dairy farm and more recently at a
quarry. Leah is in her 4th year of agricultural
business, working towards a Commerce Degree
in Food and Agricultural Business. Leah also
worked in Saskatchewan milking with her
brother, previously at the family on-farm poultry
store and now works at farmers’ markets, with
the lofty goal of graduating without debt. !
During his poultry farming days, Albert served
as President of the local Federation of
Agriculture for more than 20 years, participated
in the Advanced Agricultural Leadership

Program (AALP), including an international
study tour to Chile and Argentina, served two
terms on Town of West Lincoln Council, and
became involved with the local agricultural
society. Albert is currently General Manager of
the West Niagara Agricultural Society and was
integral to the building of their new West
Niagara Agricultural Centre.!
After 22 years, Albert retired from poultry, and
his role as ‘Mr. Mom’, being the parent home on
the farm most of the time, is no longer required.
He and Liz are essentially empty-nesters now
and they enjoy the freedom from being tied to
the farm. They purchased a derelict apple
farm where they built a nice bungalow for their
next phase of life. Liz continues nursing at
McMaster, but for Albert the question was ‘what
to do with the 22 acres of property and the next
20+ years of life’?!
Albert read an article in Small Farm Canada
about the first organic on-farm microbrewery in
BC and it piqued his interest. Knowing the
special dynamics of farming in Niagara, he
wondered why no one was growing hops.
Some research revealed that hops were
historically grown in Niagara but were phased!
continued on page 5…
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harvest usually takes place the first of
September but ran five weeks behind due to the
late spring frost.!

!

continued from page 4…
out after a few bad years due to downy mildew
and powdery mildew, and were ultimately
replaced by the greenhouse sector, tender fruit
and grape production, as well as poultry.!
Through his research, Albert revealed that there
is no text book for growing hops in Ontario so
hops production requires trial and error,
something that farmers are good at. He also
noted a resurgence of the craft brewing industry
with people looking for high quality and fresh
hops. Brewers are like chefs, wanting
something unique they can build upon, and
Albert chose to focus on this niche aspect. !
Now finishing his third year of production, using
rhizomes purchased
from Burt Grant of
Wellington County,
Albert has learned a
lot. The first two
years were good but
the late frost this year
froze the tops, setting
the crop back.
Usually Albert would
train tips of the hops
plant to the support
wires in April but this
year he had to wait for
new tips following the
frost. Similarly,

There are more than 85 varieties of hops, a
rhizome perennial that produce for 15-25 years
under good management, but doing your
homework is essential. There is a lot of
information available about hops but it’s mostly
from BC and the US northwest, as well as
Germany, and is mostly relevant to large farms.
More recently, there is information from the US
Northeastern Hop Alliance, with work out of the
University of Vermont and the University of
Michigan being more relevant to Ontario
growing conditions and farm size. !
Albert worked with others to start the Ontario
Hop Growers’ Association, using the Ontario
Lavender Association as a model, and is
currently Vice President of the OHGA. The
mandate is to add value and cultivate growers
while the association provides service to the
hops growers through linkage to the Craft
Brewers Association and supporting Ontariobased research and development of resources.
While still working itself out, the membership is
currently made up of more than 65 members
and affiliate members representing potential and
hobby growers, all interested in encouraging
growth of the industry. About $15M in hops are
purchased annually by small craft brewers.
continued on page 6…
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continued from page 5…
Hops require three years to reach full
production. Currently, the main growing areas
in Ontario include Niagara, Owen Sound and
Tillsonburg area and east to Cornwall. Plants
can do well in all types of Ontario growing
conditions and are not really limited by Heat
Units. There may even be some hops
production in Sudbury and further north.
Naturalized hops can also be found from
abandoned fields, and are in high demand.
These naturalized varieties may be bred to
develop an Ontario cultivar.!
Growers need about 5 to 6 acres of hops
production to be profitable, at a cost of about
$15,000/ac to establish the crop, including time
investment. Albert finds that if you can be
resourceful, you can establish at a lower cost.
The crop requires three years to reach full
production, and can be sold dried and packaged
or fresh. The majority of effort during the
growing season is required in the spring to train
tips and then at harvest, with the potential for
irrigation during the summer, depending on the
weather and your area. Albert finds it’s a
beautiful crop to start part time and for young
farmers. He also warns that higher acres
typically mean more pest challenges.!

Ontario resources are developing. OMAFRA is
now offering pest support for hops too, with a 1
acre trial at the Simcoe Research Station this
year. Niagara College has a brew school with a
host yard in its second year and they also offer
beta and alpha acid testing. Baseline research
is developing to support crop insurance for
hops, and a University of Guelph economist
wants to develop a business plan template that
growers can take the bank for investment
support.!
There is also talk of a quality assurance system,
perhaps following the VQA approach for wine,
although brewers seem to enjoy easier market
access compared to wine growers. Ultimately
Albert predicts on-farm breweries in the not-toodistant future.!
For Albert, hops production is something kind of
fun that doesn’t tie him to the farm the way
poultry did, allowing him and his family to take
advantage of some personal freedom but still
running try to his farming roots. He also enjoys
the big social network that seems to accompany
hops production. After all, as Albert says, “as
soon as you are talking hops you are drinking
beer!”!
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FarmSmart Expo 2015!

!

by Josie Di Felice!

FarmSmart's Annual Expo Field Day
continued its tradition of falling on a
beautiful summer day this year, with July
16th seeing the full day of in-field learning,
complementary to FarmSmart's Annual
Conference earlier in the year. The 200+
attendees gathered at the Elora Research
Station to learn about the variety of
research being undertaken by the University
of Guelph and the Ontario Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs.!

The Elora
Research
Station has
about
300-400
acres
dedicated to
soil and crop
research.
Many of the
plots looked
at this day
were planted
in May, and
thus saw 'the
drought of
May and the
monsoon of
June'. !

!

Attendees
were divided into groups and moved
through 6 stations, each alongside its
respective research plots:
Land Resource Specialist, Doug Aspinall,
and Environmental Program Specialist,
Stewart Sweeney, both from OMAFRA,
covered “Learn Lots from a Soil Pit”, inviting
each group into a large soil pit to discuss
soil structure and what farmers can do to
increase productivity. !

!

The complexity of soil was discussed, and
its growing, continuous changes as time
passes - the glacial history of Southern
Ontario in particular provides for interesting
soil formation here. An in-depth look shows
us the importance of respecting and working
with your soil to manage it accordingly:
“working with your soil is the secret to
success,” shared Sweeney.!

!

“Achieving the ‘4Rs’ for Integrated N
Management in Corn. Are We There Yet?”
with Ben Rosser and Dr. David Hooker !

!
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continued from page 7…

discussed research at U of G that is looking
into corn development and Nitrogen through
the 4 R's in Nitrogen Management lens:
Right Source, Right Rate, Right Time, and
Right Place. The research looked at the 4
R's in plots that were planted early May,
using Urea and UAN, broadcast or injected,
in hopes of discovering the ultimate overall
N-use efficiency for increasing yield. There
is a careful balance to find in terms of
supply and demand - when does the plant
need Nitrogen, what source and how much,
with risks, advantages and external
variables to take into consideration.!

!

Charts showed the Growth Stage of Corn
Crop, with one graph displaying six years of
six N responses grain yield by N application
– a dry 2012 shows us the needed
adaptability of nitrogen application. The
general takeaway? Fine tune your Nitrogen
rates rather than putting all of your eggs in
one basket pre-planting. !

!

“Narrowing the Yield Gap of 30” Soybean
Rows” provided a handout from Horst
Bohner of OMAFRA and Dr. David Hooker
with U of G Ridgetown on soybean
developmental stages and “Re-thinking
Soybean Row Widths”. The group soon got
up to talk alongside the rows of soybean
plots, after discussing the inevitability of this
year's white mould, and thus as an industry
why we must learn to deal with this.!

!

The drop in drilled beans (35% in 2003 to
13% in 2002 in Illinois acreage), with an
increase in wide rows (from 14% to 31%)
can be attributed to higher seed cost, faster
planting and better emergence in wider
rows, no need for a drill, banding fertilizer
through the planter, less spray tramping,
and less white mould. However, the problem
with wide rows is the yield lag associated
with slower canopy closure. The handout
explains that for maximum yield potential,
95% light interception should occur by the
early reproductive stages – it takes 14 days
longer to fill the canopy in 30” rows
compared to 15” rows. How can we make
30”s act like 15”s? !
continued on page 9…
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continued from page 8…

Suggested ways to narrow the yield gap of
30” rows included: conventional tillage or
strip tillage (for residue removal in the row,
Horst says with wide rows no till is not an
option), early planting, variety selection,
starters and banded fertilizer, fungicides and
other inputs. Horst also adds that, with soy,
there is a clear difference between spraying
once vs twice.!

!

Bill Deen, U of G, and Peter Johnson,
Agronomist, led a station on cover crops
and corn titled “Cereals as Part of Complex
Rotations: Key to Better Soils.” Improving
soil health was a hot topic this year, while at
the same time farmers have been reducing
wheat acres. With only a corn-soy rotation,
there will be lower yield and poorer soil
health. Deen and Johnson have been
looking at using cover crops in corn to
mitigate these issues, with plots funded by
the Grain Farmers of Ontario. As soil health
often relates to the biomass you're returning
to the soil, the presentation broke down
expected returns. The trials had annual
ryegrass and/or red clover, interseeded or
broadcast. They expected 1000 lbs total of
biomass, with 15% becoming organic

matter, which equals about 150 pounds. It's
certainly something, but the trials are
inarguably trumped when you put wheat into
the system. !

!

Final tips for now? Remember to not
harvest early when you're after corn
biomass: higher yield equals higher
biomass. And among the various annual
ryegrass, it's suggested that diphoids are
good for carrying over the winter, but Deen
suggests underseeding tetraploids.!

!

Next, in what was perhaps the most comical
presentation of the day, Jason Deveau's
“Feeling the Pressure” station reminded
participants that sprays, nozzles, gauges
and the like are not as straight-forward as
one may think. Deveau discussed how
nozzle pressure affects spray quality and
coverage, demonstrating the negative
impacts of using spray nozzles outside their
ideal pressure range. With tips throughout
the hands-on, visual & narrative
presentation, some key takeaways included:
drop your pressure to cut down on drift,
gauges are worth replacing, recalibrate
digital equipment annually, drop your boom
height, and don’t trust your rate controller!
continued on page 10…
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continued from page 9…

blindly. Before wrapping up, the crowd
moved over to a Hardi sprayer, which
Deveau shouted over to demonstrate the
spray patterns. Visit sprayers101.com for
best practices in safe, efficient and effective
operations of agricultural sprayers.
Deveau, like the next presenter, also
reiterated the efficiency of using larger
droplet sizes from the nozzle.!

!

Mike Cowbrough with OMAFRA and Adam
Pfeffer from Monsanto provided an overview
of their Xtend weed control system, using
Dicamba and Round-Up, demonstrating
best management practices to optimize
performance. The plots demonstrated no till
and conventional till blocks, with treated vs.
untreated beside each other. At the end of
these rows were 1st, 2nd and 3rd rinses for
getting the spray out. They are currently
waiting on Chinese approval to get this out
in the market.!

!

The day concluded with the 200+ attendees
taking wagons out to the various research
“speed-dating” locations at the station, with
speakers from U of G and OMAFRA
discussing more of the varied research trials
in speed-dating style: brief and to the point
(with some beautiful landscape as the
backdrop). !

Speed-dating topics included: Weeds (the
advice? Start and stay clean, think of yield
loss by the minute, and think of weeds as
computers sensing their environment),
Edible Bean Breeding Research (including
increasing folate levels, non-darkening pinto
and cranberry beans, anthracnose and
bacterial blight resistance), Strategies and
Direction for Wheat Breeding and
mechanisms to adapt in Ontario, then Use
of UAV’s in Nitrogen Management and
Moisture Relations in Rotation Studies, and
Impact of Rotations on Soil Biology, Soil
Health, and Implications for Crop
Management.!

!

Thanks to all who attended another
successful FarmSmart Expo. Check out the
hashtag #FSExpo15 on Twitter and the
www.farmsmartconference.com website for
more from the day.!

!
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Around the ‘Horseshoe!
Halton Summer Crop Tour !
Bayer Research Farm, Rockwood Ontario!
July 2015 – Travis Burns, Halton SCIA Vice President!

Representatives from Bayer, Luc and Lydia showed 25 HSCIA members around the research facility
in Rockwood where they have been located for 18 years. Luc told members that although he
manages the research development at the farm, he likes to get out to the fields and get his hands
dirty. Luc showed members how the new fungicide EverGol has improved yield in soybeans by
controlling diseases such as pythium, fusarium, and rhizoctonia, especially during early planting when
the seed does not emerge quickly from the soil. Luc explained that the active components in EverGol
are penflufen, prothiaconazole, and metalaxyl. !

!

Bayer is also actively pursuing honeybee research at the Rockwood facility. Luc shared some
staggering statistics about honeybees: each hive holds up to 60 000 bees; the queen lays 2000 eggs
a day; the average life span of a bee is 40 days; while the average life cycle of queen is 3-5 years, but
it’s best to change out queens every 2 years; the hive must remain at 35°C year round, even in the
winter; and bees will fly up to 5 km for food! Bayer is working towards finding which annual plant
species such as buckwheat, radish and borage could be planted along hedgerows and in low
production areas that will help to provide bees with food during times of the year when other food
sources are scarce. One final note about bees….they need 5 million flowers per acre during the nonwinter months to survive! !

!

Next Luc and Lydia demonstrated to members how Bayer is working with different varieties of
soybeans (2500-2750 heat units) and planting times. Luc’s take home message was no matter what
variety and timing combination used, early plant gives the highest yields. And as a bonus, you can get
your winter wheat in while the soil is dry in the early fall. Luc and Lydia then discussed StrategoPro
the new fungicide by Bayer. StrategoPro helps control septorium and powdery mildew in beans and
wheat. It is also effective against white mould, charcoal rot, and phomopsis. Luc’s take home
message was to leave crops along during peak production. Any stress that you introduce, such as
fungicide application, can hinder pod and corn cob development. After all the crop demonstrations
and questions were complete, HSCIA members were treated to a BBQ, delicious homemade potato
salad (Thank you Mr. President!) and refreshments. Many of the members were chatting through the
meal about how great the hands on demonstration was. A big thanks to Bayer representatives for
hosting the HSCIA Summer Tour!!

!
!

Niagara North Summer Meeting!
About 25 people made it out for Niagara North SCIA’s summer meeting and barbeque on August 14
at Clarks Agri Service in Wellandport. The meeting featured a grain bin safety and rescue seminar
with the West Lincoln Fire Department, Crop Talks with Clarks’ Agronomists Jerry and Melody, and a
discussion and demo of using UAVs in agriculture with Felix Weber of Ag Business & Crop. An article
covering the event also appeared in the Ontario Farmer. Thanks to Clarks Agri Service for hosting the
event and Ingrid and John Sikkens for organizing.!
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Niagara South Summer Tour!
Niagara South SCIA hosted a summer info meeting on September 8 at Mike Boverhof’s farm. Peter
Johnson was on hand to discuss in-crop nitrogen application strategies, with Y-Drop, Spinner Trucks
and side-dressers on site along with applicators. The pros and cons of all types of applicators were
discussed, resulting in quite a good open forum discussion. Agronomists discussed what you need to
know to buy neonicotinoids in 2016, and the group toured Pioneer corn and soybean plots, examining
seed varieties for Niagara region for 2016. The meeting wrapped up with dinner onsite. Thanks to
Mike Boverhof for hosting and the Niagara South executive for organizing the event.!

!
Upcoming Workshops in the Golden Horseshoe!
Visit http://registration.wildapricot.org/Workshops to Register and For More Info!
Growing Your Farm Profits Workshop - Ancaster: Day 1-Nov 10, Day 2-Nov 17, 2015 Review
Nov 24!
Ancaster Fairgrounds, Ancaster, ON!
Start the business planning process for your farm business by attending this free two-day Growing
Your Farm Profits (GYFP) interactive workshop followed by a one-on-one review meeting. You will
assess your business management practices, determine priorities and key goals, and develop
realistic action plans and learn about cost-sharing opportunities. We provide workshop materials and
snacks. Please bring your own lunch.!
Questions? Pam 226-934-8297!

!
Biosecurity Workshop for Crop Producers: Vineland (Niagara Region) - November 12, 2015!
Vineland OMAFRA, 4890 Victoria Ave South, Vineland, ON!
Crop producers are invited to attend this free Biosecurity Workshop, to learn more about on-farm
biosecurity best management practices and key areas of your farm to evaluate when developing a
biosecurity plan, as well as potential cost-share opportunities. Refreshments and snacks will be
available.
Questions? Margaret 226-973-3548!

!
Biosecurity workshop for Livestock Producers: Caledon (Peel County) November 12, 2015!
Brampton Fair Grounds 12942 Heart lake Road, Caledon, Ontario. L7C 2K5 !
All Livestock Producers are invited to attend this free Biosecurity Workshop, to learn more about onfarm biosecurity best management practices and key areas of your farm to evaluate when developing
a biosecurity plan, as well as potential cost-share opportunities. Refreshments and snacks will be
available. !
Questions? Contact- Paul 705-341-4915
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Food Safety Workshop - OMAFRA Simcoe: Day 1-November 20, Day 2-Novemebr 27, 2015!
Simcoe OMAFRA Office, 1283 Blueline Road, Simcoe, ON!
The Food Safety workshops will examine the food safety risks common to most farms, the good
practices you can put in place to reduce or eliminate these risks and get you started on building a plan
and identifying what you need to implement on your farm. !
Questions? Joanne 519-784-4865!

!

Traceability Workshop - Vineland (Niagara Region) - Day 1- Nov 20, Day 2-Nov 27, 2015!
OMAFRA Vineland, 4890 Victoria Ave, Vineland, ON!
This free one plus half day workshop will focus on how you can gain a competitive advantage and
improve your bottom line with your traceability system. Real life examples and business profiles
focused on traceability best practices will be examined throughout the workshop. Learn how to assess
your current traceability system to identify gaps, and methods to improve your traceability system in
order to gain added value through reduced costs, improved profit margins and increased market
potential. Lunch is NOT provided so please bring your own. Refreshments and snacks will be
available.!
Questions? Contact: Pam 226-934-8297!

!

Environmental Farm Plan Workshop -Simcoe: Day 1-November 23, Day 2-November 30, 2015!
OMAFRA Simcoe, 1290 Blueline Road Norfolk, ON!
Producers are invited to attend FREE (fourth edition) Environmental Farm Plan (EFP) two-day
workshops to assess your farm business, learn more about on-farm environmental best management
practices, develop Action Plans and learn more about cost-sharing opportunities. We provide
workshop materials and snacks. Please bring your own lunch.!
Questions? Pam 226-934-8297!

!

Environmental Farm Plan Workshop -Milton (Halton & Region): Day 1-Nov 26, Day 2-Dec 3,
2015!
Country Heritage Park, Niagara Rm 8560 Tremaine Road, Milton ON L9T 1X9 !
Questions? Paul - 705-341-4915!

!

Environmental Farm Plan workshop - Paris: Day 1 Dec 8; Day 2 Dec 15, 2015!
Paris Fairgrounds, 139 Silver Street Paris, ON!
Questions? Pam 226-934-8297!
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#ZoneSmart 2015!

!

A hands-on field day exploring Management Zones, September 10th - thanks for tweeting!

Tweets assembled by Josie Di Felice @josiedi
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New Soil Analysis Discount for Association Members
By Amy Petherick for Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association
Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association (OSCIA) members will now have access to reduced
soil analysis rates at select laboratories in Ontario.
Effective as of October 2015, any paid member of OSCIA may request a 10% discount on select
services from A&L Canada, Exova, SGS Agri-Food Labs, and Stratford Agri-Analysis. Although each
lab has restricted the discount to certain analysis packages, all of the labs will honour the discount until
December 31, 2016. Cathy Dibble, OSCIA Regional Communications Coordinator for Thames Valley
Region, says the idea for the discount was suggested by several individuals as another way for the
association to offer even more benefits to its membership.

“A big goal, for everyone I’ve spoken with, is to get more producers soil testing on a regular basis,” she
says. Retailers, consultants, labs,
other Regional Communications Coordinators all express concern
over the number of farmers who are not soil testing regularly she says. Jake Munroe, Soil Fertility
Specialist with the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, says even though there are
some regional differences his colleagues largely agree many farmers don’t soil test every three years
which is the minimum that’s recommended.
“In a corn-soy-wheat rotation, sampling right after wheat comes off, before any manure or fertilizer is
put on, is a good routine,” he suggests. Generally he sees larger operations with a dedicated agronomist
doing the best job of soil testing their farms, but mostly practices can be traced back to the mindset of
the primary producer. Those who understand their soil nutrient levels can be much more efficient with
fertility inputs. A long term phosphorous
study currently being conducted by the Ministry
in partnership with the University of Guelph is only halfway complete but already highlights the
importance of knowing phosphorus and potassium levels in particular.
“If you want to be applying fertilizer economically, you really need to know where that phosphorous
level is and the same goes for potassium,” he says. “If you want to be getting top yields, it is important
to maintain phosphorous levels in the moderate range.”
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As if that wasn’t reason enough for farmers to be paying close attention to soil phosphorus levels,
Munroe says it’s also important to remember the public eye is on Ontario.
knows it’s going to be
important for
the industry to
phosphorus loading. He thinks
it’s very prudent for Ontario farm groups to continue to promote responsible management of nutrient
inputs and considers soil tests to be one of the easier ways farmers can
good
environmental stewardship.
“With corn fertilizer costs approaching $200 acre, spending a few dollars an acre for soil testing is a
very wise investment” stated Alan Kruszel, President of OSCIA. In his opinion, farmers can no longer
afford not to do regular soil testing. “If you don’t know what’s in your soil, how can you know how
much fertilizer you need to apply? You might be needlessly over applying or worse, not applying
enough causing a yield loss. Both scenarios may have a serious impact on your bottom line!” he added.
Jack Legg, Branch Manager for SGS Agri-Food Labs noted that “ n 2014, of all our samples, 50%
were less than 20 ppm for phosphorus or less than 120 ppm for potassium, which are considered critical
levels. Having an incentive for the membership will be a reminder on the importance for soil testing.”
Legg says he realizes there are a lot of things that have to happen when there’s no frost in the ground
so it’s easy for soil testing to get put on the back burner. But Dan Clarke, Executive VP at A&L
Canada, hopes this will help farmers get sampling practices off that back burner and ideally, inspire
them to get out into the field.
“There’s a lot to be learned while walking those fields as they’re soil sampling,” he says. “If every Soil
and Crop member actually soil samples their farm properly and improves their management; that would
be the dream.”
Too often, quality control in the lab is compromised by poor field sampling. Clarke suggests any OSCIA
member intending to take advantage of the new discount quickly review proper use of sampling tools
and remind themselves of recommended sample sizes, areas, depth and submission preparation. With
these best practices fresh in their mind, many farmers could find a simple soil test providing the best
return on investment of any cost of production incurred this year.

For full program details, go to (www.ontariosoilcrop.org) or contact your Regional Communications
Coordinator or local SCIA Secretary. The Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association was founded
in 1939, is a unique non-profit farm organization with 50 county/district associations encompassing 11
regions across the province. OSCIA is farmers actively seeking, testing and adopting optimal farm
production and stewardship practices.
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OSCIA
NEWS
Message from the President - Alan Kruszel
Hello Everyone!
I hope the growing season has been
kind to you. Here in Eastern Ontario
we've been blessed with decent
weather and crops are looking good
(for the most part). Some corn silage
is already being harvested and there is
talk of soybean harvest starting by the
third week of September.
OSCIA held its summer meeting in
Thames Valley Region hosted by Gord and Laura Green
and their family. Directors, Regional Communications
Coordinators, spouses and guests enjoyed the wonderful
sights and tastes that the region has to offer. A great time
was had by all! Many thanks to all the folks who helped put
those wonderful few days together. During the Directors
meeting, the 2015-2016 budget was approved, received an
update on program activities and of course elected the
OSCIA President Elect. It is with great pleasure that I
announce that Gord Green from Embro was elected by the
board to this position. Gord will take over as President,
following the AGM in February 2016. Congratulations
Gord! Another important part of the board meeting was
going through the Strategic Plan and after a thorough
discussion, the board approved the plan. Staff are now
working on the Operation Plan. Details will be made
available shortly.
For those in the Lake Erie, Lake St. Clair, or the Lake
Huron southeast shores watersheds we have some good
news. A new funding program has just been announced
(Farmland Health Incentive Program) to support the Great
Lakes Agricultural Stewardship Initiative (GLASI). The
cost share associated with this program is up to 75% to a
maximum of $25,000. There are several BMP categories to
choose from.
Please visit the following website for further details:
http://www.ontariosoilcrop.org/en/
programs_glasi_farmland_health_incentive_program.htm.
On another note, you may notice that this edition of Crop
Talk is dedicated to the recent changes to the Pesticides Act
as it relates to neonics. There are several items in the
regulation that could affect your corn and soybean seed
purchases this fall. Take a few minutes to go through the
information so you won’t have any unpleasant surprises
come seed ordering time.

I hope you have been able to participate in a few of your
local association activities over the summer. If you haven't
it may not be too late, check out the current event listings
on our home page to see what's going on!
All the best, and please stay safe during the upcoming
harvest season!

Alan Kruszel
akruszel@ontariosoilcrop.org

A NEWSLETTER TO UPDATE
OSCIA MEMBERS, PRESIDENTS, SECRETARIES,
TREASURERS, DIRECTORS,
AND OMAFRA AGRICULTURE DEVELOPMENT
CONTACTS
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“Covered livestock yard improves cattle
comfort while reducing environmental
footprint” - Lilian Schaer
A new roof over the livestock yard has changed Chad
Anderson’s cow-calf farm.
The structure has resulted in better manure management on
the 400 acre farm near Brigden, Ontario, reducing both
labour and the farm’s environmental footprint. And the
cattle are happier too.
Anderson has 120 cow calf pairs and about 30 replacement
heifers on his farm, with half of his land in permanent hay
and pasture and the rest rotating between spring cereals,
wheat and soybeans.
His barn yard was uncovered, leading to manure run-off
when it rained. This created a messy, unpleasant
environment for his cattle and also meant Anderson had to
spend a lot of time trying to manage the sloppy manure in
the yard.
It was the Growing Forward 2 (GF2) program that offered
a solution to his situation. He was able to secure cost-share
support under the program’s best management practices
(BMPs) for nutrient management for a 35 by 80 foot (10.66
x 24.38 m) roof structure that now covers a large portion of
his yard.

Association (OSCIA), having previously completed
projects involving water, tillage, and livestock mortality
management, as well as wetland and grassland bird habitat
construction, and biosecurity.
His advice to other farmers contemplating participation in
the GF2 program?
“Read the manual, discuss the project with OSCIA’s super
staff, and look hard at multi-year projects which allow for a
lot of planning,” he suggests.
Cost share support for livestock nutrient management
under the Environment and Climate Change Adaptation
area of focus of GF2 is available for Best Management
Practices focused on manure storage improvements,
manure composting, land application of manure, and
livestock facilities runoff control.
GF2 is a federal-provincial-territorial initiative aimed at
encouraging innovation, competitiveness, market
development, adaptability, and industry capacity in
Canada’s agri-food and agri-products sector.
The Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association
delivers educational workshops and administers GF2
funding assistance to farmers.
The next intake for Growing Forward 2 is November 16,
2015 to December 3, 2015. This will be for projects with
expected costs before April 1, 2016.
There will also be three new intake dates in year 4, for
projects with costs incurred between April 1, 2016 to
March 31, 2017:

It prevents the area from getting wet, makes the manure
easier to move and manage, and keeps his cattle dry and
comfortable. He also no longer has to worry about run-off.
“Eliminating the yard run-off has really improved our
environmental footprint and increased our cow comfort
levels,” he says, crediting GF2 for helping him get the
project done.
“The Growing Forward 2 cost-share was definitely an
incentive and pushed me to do something I probably
wouldn’t have otherwise,” he adds. “The cost-share is the
incentive that gets you started, but after the project is done,
you wonder what took you so long.”
He’s no stranger to cost-share programs offered to farmers
through the Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement

Year 4

Intake Opens

Intake Closes

Intake 1

February 5, 2016

February 25, 2016

Intake 2

June 17, 2016

July 7, 2016

Intake 3

October 14, 2016

November 3, 2016

More information about GF2 funding opportunities for
farmers is available at http://www.ontariosoilcrop.org/en/
programs/growing_forward_2_new.htm or by contacting
the Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association’s
regional program leads at http://www.ontariosoilcrop.org/
en/programs/workshop_leaders.htm
Barb Caswell, Program Coordinator, OSCIA
& Lilian Schaer, Freelance

2014 CROP ADVANCES
Premier location for Applied Research on Soil & Crop
management information
2014 Crop Advances available on the OSCIA website:
http://www.ontariosoilcrop.org/cropadvvol11.htm.htm
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Farmland Health Incentive Program is here!

2015 OSCIA Summer Tour - Oxford County

The Farmland Health Incentive Program offers eligible
farmers up to 75% cost-share funding up to $25,000 to
implement selected Best Management Practices (BMPs)
that improve soil health and water quality.
Complementary to the Farmland Health Check-Up, the
Farmland Health Incentive Program offers financial
support to farmers who have worked with a participating
Certified Crop Advisor (CCA) and completed a free onfarm assessment. “By working through the Farmland
Health Check-Up with a CCA, farmers gain an in-depth
knowledge of their farm operations and really build a solid
understanding of their Farmland Health Challenges,
including what BMPs they can implement to better address
those challenges—that’s where FHIP comes in,” explains
Andrew Graham, Executive Director of OSCIA.
The BMPs funded through FHIP will help support sitespecific, on-farm actions to improve soil health, reduce
nutrient loss and reduce the impacts of extreme weather
events.
Eligible BMPs include:
• Cover Crops
• Adding Organic Amendments
• Crop Nutrient Plans
• Buffer Strips
• Field Windbreaks/Windstrips
• Tillage and Equipment Modifications
• Erosion Control Structures
• Fragile Land Retirement
Eligible invoices for this program year must be dated after
the completion of the Farmland Health Check-Up, and by
December 15, 2015.
The Farmland Health Incentive Program (FHIP) offers
cost-share funding for farmers located within the Lake Erie
and Lake St. Clair watersheds and the Lake Huron
southeast shores watershed.
For more information please visit: ontariosoilcrop.org
Jen Hoesen, on behalf of OSCIA

OSCIA 1st Vice President, Gord Green, and his family
hosted the 2015 provincial summer meeting in August.
Oxford County and the Thames Valley Region Soil and
Crop Associations were pleased to highlight many
interesting stops during the three-day event for Provincial
Directors, Past Presidents, Regional Communication
Coordinators, office staff and friends. During the Directors’
meeting, Gord was nominated as the OSCIA President
Elect for 2015. Congratulations, and best of luck to Gord.

ATTENTION SEED GROWERS
OSGA 2015 Annual Meeting
December 8th, 2015
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Location: Four Points Sheraton
London, ON
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The summer meeting kicked off Sunday afternoon at
Greenholm Farm near Embro, where the group was joined
by representatives from OMAFRA, local personalities, and
event sponsors. Greenholm Farm showcased their
operation that includes a methane digester that generates
energy for the electrical grid. After watching a dribble bar
manure application demonstration by Husky Farm
Equipment and Farm and Food Care, buses toured several
excellent projects by the Upper Thames River
Conservation Authority in the nearby area. The evening
wrapped up with dinner and entertainment including
Highland dancers and an infamous OSCIA musician.
Provincial Directors and Regional Communication
Coordinators conducted business meetings on Monday,
while others spent the day visiting the Ross Butler Art
Gallery, toured Salford Farm Equipment, Gunn’s Hill
Cheese, lunch at the Vanden Bussche Irrigation
Demonstration Farm and Nightingale Farms, a very large
vegetable operation. Monday night featured dinner and
great fun at Leaping Deer Adventure Farm, including a
tractor museum and a corn maze.
The final day of the summer meeting saw everyone hop on
the bus to head out to Sevita International, specializing in
non-GMO soybean production; Everspring Farm, a poultry
processing facility that uses a vegetated bio-filter to
manage waste water; and then to the Middlesex SCIA
research farm to see some fertility projects in corn
involving green-bin compost. Final stop of the day was
Heeman’s Garden Center and Strawberry Farm, very
popular for their ever-bearing strawberries, raspberries,
bedding plants and garden accessories.
Thanks to Gord and Laura, their family, and to the rest of
the planning committee for three very interesting,
educational and enjoyable days!
Cathy Dibble, OSCIA Lead RCC

Register by November 20th
1-519-826-3152
avandepeer@ontariosoilcrop.org

OR
http://www.oscia.cloverpad.org/Events
OSCIA NEWS - September 2015
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“Soil Champion’s fields could unlock corn
yield potential” - Lilian Schaer
The fascination with Dean Glenney’s
soil continues unabated.
The Dunnville, Ontario area farmer
first started turning heads in 2010
when he won the Dupont-Pioneer corn
yield challenge – and credited an
unusual crop growing approach called
fence row farming.
For two decades, he has planted every
corn or soybean crop in twin rows into the rootball of the
previous year’s crop, always in exactly the same location.
He always runs his planting and harvesting equipment
down the exact same paths too, and he’s getting yields that
are double those of other farmers in his area.
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Media interviews and speaking engagements began rolling
Glenney’s way, along with other accolades like Haldimand
County Farmer of the Year and being named the 2015
Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association (OSCIA)
Soil Champion this past winter.
Since receiving the OSCIA honour, his soil has become the
subject of a multi-year, federally funded research project
headed up by George Lazarovits, research director at A&L
Biologicals in London, Ontario, who is keen to unlock the
Glenney field secrets and learn what is behind those large
yields.
Lazarovits and Glenney first met in Montreal at a DupontPioneer farm meeting, and Glenney’s description of his
fence row farming technique led Lazarovits to believe his
yields were the result of not just healthy soil structure, but
also the microorganisms within it.
Lazarovits’ work showed it was the microorganisms in the
soil that gave the corn its boost, rather than fertilizers or
manure, and that by not disturbing those microorganisms
through tillage, they were creating an ideal growing
environment for the crop.
“George started doing research here on bacterial
colonization and because we don’t disturb the soil, bacteria
is being colonized specifically to provide the nutrients that
corn needs,” Glenney explains, adding that cultivation
makes bacterial colonization more random. “There is 20
years’ worth of crop residue in the ground feeding my
microbial livestock.”
Glenney’s heavy clay soil is covered by six to 12 inches of
sand-loam-clay mix, resulting in near zero natural drainage.
The soil is very sticky, he says, and builds up on everything
when wet; working it results in serious ponding issues and
poor root penetration. And although the organic matter in
the soil tests has not increased dramatically – still around
three per cent – Glenney says the entire crop residue is
gone by the next year.

As part of the work on Glenney’s farm, Lazarovits
convinced him to work up a piece of his ground last year
and again this year so the research team can study what
happens to yields on both the tilled and untilled soil over
several years. Glenney has noticed far fewer middens in the
worked soil, showing a disruption in earthworm activity.
“When you till the soil, it’s like unlocking a bank account,”
says Glenney. “When you first work it, you’re making a
withdrawal, and your yields will spike at first. But they’ll
decrease over time if you continue to till, just as your bank
balance decreases as you continue to take out money.
Tillage is a way to mine the soil.”
Lazarovits and his team are regularly visiting the Glenney
farm to take samples, look at the root systems of the
growing corn plants, and conducting various tests.
Ultimately, the goal is to determine what can make a plant
produce more while using the same amount of fertilizer;
the long term results could lead to microbial fertilizers, for
example.
In the meantime, Glenney is also doing his own
experiments in an effort to continue boosting his yields,
which he says have plateaued somewhat over the last
couple of years. He has modified a sprayer to specifically
fit his row widths and is applying foliar fungicide to his
crops this year for the first time.
Lilian Schaer, Freelance

Ontario Soil and Crop is launching a new website
to better serve our membership and Ontario’s
agricultural community.

OSCIA would like to extend a
hearty thank you to SYLVITE for
sponsoring the FREE breakfast at
CANADA’S OUTDOOR FARM
SHOW again this year

The new research now involves field trials to identify the
bacteria and fungi in the soil that contribute to its health,
with A&L partnering with researchers at Western
University to complete the three year project.
OSCIA NEWS - September 2015
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Table  of  Contents
Synopsis  of  NNI  requirements  for  
growers
Neonicotinoid  regulations  for  
growers
Conducting  a  pest  assessment  for  
use  of  Class  12  Pesticides
Crop  rotations  for  each  farm  
property
Schedule  of  Ontario  counties  and  
regions  when  professional  pest  
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Follow  Us  On  Twitter  
and  
FieldCropNews.com  !
Current  field  crop  
information  as  it  
happens!
@onfieldcrops
Brought  to  You  by  the  Following  OMAFRA  
Crop  Specialists
Scott  Banks,  Emerging  Crops  Specialist
Tracey  Baute,  Field  Crop  Entomologist
Horst  Bohner,  Soybean  Specialist
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Jake  Munroe,  Soil  Fertility  Specialist
Albert  Tenuta,  Field  Crop  Pathologist
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This  document  is  provided  for  your  information  only.  Please  refer  to  
Ontario  Regulation  63/09  under  the  Pesticides  Act  for  details  on  
requirements.

Revised Regulation under the Pesticides Act
What corn and soybean growers need to know

As  of  July  1,  2015,  new  requirements  for  buying  and  using  neonicotinoidtreated  corn  and/or  soybean  seed  are  being  phased  in  to  allow  growers  to  
adapt  to  new  requirements.
This  year  –  to  prepare  for  the  2016  growing  season
Beginning   fall   2015  –  Mandatory  Integrated  Pest  Management  (IPM)  
training  will  be  available  for  FREE  until  September  2016.
Seed   Amount   Declaration   will   be   needed   by   growers   to   purchase  
and  use  
Neonicotinoid   Insecticide   (NNI)   treated   seed   for   the   2016   growing  
season  of  up  to  50%  of  total  area  to  be  planted  with  grain  corn  and  50%  
of  total  area  to  be  planted  with  soybeans  (calculated  for  each  agricultural  
business  operation).  
To  exceed  these  limits,  a  soil   inspection   pest   assessment   report  
will  need  to  be  completed.  For  the  2016  growing  season,  growers  can  
complete  their  own  pest  assessment.
2016  –  to  prepare  for  the  2017  growing  season
Throughout   2016:   IPM   training   continues   for   free   until   September  
2016   if   growers   intend   to   plant   NNI-treated   corn   or   soybean   seed  
after  August  31,  2016.
Growers  will  be  required  to  1)  provide  their   IPM   training   number  to  
their   seed   vendors,   2)   complete   a   written   declaration   that   IPM  
principles  have  been  considered  and  3)  complete  a  pest   assessment  
in  either  the  form  of:
soil   inspection   pest   assessment   report   which   must   be  
completed   by   an   IPM-trained   grower   or   professional   pest  
advisor  or
crop  inspection  pest  assessment  report  to  be  completed  by  
a  professional  pest  advisor.
To  be  done  every  year  by  growers
Follow  the  Pest  Assessment  Guideline  for  all  required  pest  assessments  and  
requirements  for  preparing  reports.
Consider  IPM  strategies  to  decrease  the  risk  of  early  season  insect  damage.  
Growers   will   be   required   to   verify   that   they   have   considered   IPM   strategies  
when  they  order  NNI-treated  seed.
When   planting   NNI-treated   seed,   read   and   follow   all   instructions   set   out   on  
the  seed  tag.
Growers   will   be   required   to   maintain   current   records   when   they   order   and  
plant  treated  seed  and  retain  records  for  at  least  two  years.

To  learn  more  visit  ontario.ca/neonics  
or  call  1-877-424-1300.

1

soybean   seed,   you   will   not   be   subject   to   any   new  
requirements  under  this  regulation.

Neonicotinoid  regulations  for  
growers

What  corn  and  soybean  growers  need  to  know  about  new   From   August   31,   2015   to   August   30,   2016,   in  
preparation   for   the   2016   planting   season,   farmers   will  
rules  for  neonicotinoid-treated  seed.
have   the   option   to   take   one   of   two   courses   of   action   to  
purchase   and   use   neonicotinoid-treated   corn   and/or  
The  following  is  from  a  document  entitled  Neonicotinoid  
soybean   seed, depending   on   the   amount   they   intend   on  
regulations  for  growers  located  at  Ontario.ca/neonics  
planting.

  

Class  12  pesticides

As   an   incentive  to  achieve  early  reductions   in   the   use  of  
New   rules   for   the   sale   and   use   of   neonicotinoid-treated   neonicotinoid-treated  seed,  if  farmers  plant  neonicotinoidseeds   in   Ontario   came   into   effect   on   July   1,   2015,   and   treated   seeds   on 50   per   cent   or   less of   the   total   area   of  
will  be  phased  in  over  a  period  of  time.  
where  they   plant  corn  or   soybeans,  they   will  not   have   to  
conduct  a pest  assessment.

New  class  of  pesticides

The   provincial   government   is   responsible   for   classifying  
pesticides   and   regulating   their   sale,   use,   transportation,  
storage  and  disposal.
Treated   seeds   are   seeds   that   have   been   coated   with   a  
pesticide.   The   new   regulatory   requirements   created   a  
new  class  of  pesticides—Class  12—for  corn  and  soybean  
seeds   treated   with   the   following   neonicotinoid  
insecticides:
Imidacloprid
Thiamethoxam
Clothianidin

Note   that   the   calculation   is   completed   separately   by  
commodity   for   each   of   corn   and   soybeans.   Farmers   will  
also   need   to   confirm,   in   writing,   that   they   are   not   buying  
or   using   more   than   what   is   required   to   plant   50   per   cent  
of   this   area.   This   document   is   called   a Seed   Amount  
Declaration and  farmers  will  need  to  sign  it  and  give  it  to  
the   sales   representative(s)   or   seed   vendor(s)   or   to   the  
custom   seed   treater   they   use   to   have   their   seed   treated  
with   neonicotinoid   insecticides.   They   can   only   plant  
neonicotinoid-treated   seeds   in   the   application   area   (or  
areas)   on   their   farm   property   identified   in   the   Seed  
Amount  Declaration.

This   new   class   of   pesticides   applies   to   corn   seed   grown  
If   farmers   want   to   buy   and   plant   neonicotinoid-treated  
for  grain  or  silage  and  soybean  seed.
seeds   on more  than  50  per  cent of   the   total   area   of   their  
The   regulation   does   not   apply   to   popping   corn,   sweet   corn   or   soybean   crop,   they   will   need   to   complete   a pest  
corn  or  corn  used  for  the  production  of  seed.  Nor  does  it   assessment   report and   provide   it   to   the   sales  
apply   to   soybean   seed   planted   for   the   purpose   of   representative(s)   or   seed   vendor(s)   from   which   they  
producing   a   soybean   seed   crop   of   certified   status   under   purchased   the   seeds   or   to   the   custom   seed   treater   they  
contract.   Corn  seed  and  soybean  seed  treated  only  with   use   to   have   their   seed   treated   with   neonicotinoid  
fungicide   are   not  classified  as   Class   12   pesticides   under   insecticides.   With   this   option,   farmers   will   not   need   to  
submit  a  Seed  Amount  Declaration  for  the  commodity  for  
the  regulation.
which  they  complete  a  pest  assessment  report.
Farmers   will   only   be   able   to   buy   and   use   varieties   or  
hybrids  of  neonicotinoid-treated  seeds  that  vendors  have   On  or  after  August  31,  2016,  in  preparation  for  the  2017  
put   on   the   “Class   12   Pesticides   List”.   The   list   will   be   planting  season,  if  farmers  want  to  buy  and  use any  
posted  online  by  the  Government  of  Ontario  by  August  of   amount of  neonicotinoid-treated  seeds,  they  will  be  
required  to:
each  year.
1. Complete  the  new integrated  pest  management (IPM)  
training
The   regulation   does   not   include   requirements   for   the  
2.
Complete  a  pest  assessment  report
transport  and  storage  of  Class  12  pesticides.
3. Sign  a  declaration  called  an IPM  Written  Declaration  
Form stating  that  they  have  considered  IPM  principles.
Farmers   must   use   a   neonicotinoid-treated   seed   in  
accordance  with  the  directions  set  out  on  the  label  or  tag  
Farmers  will  need  to  submit  these  pieces  of  information,  
by  the  federal  government.
along  with  their  IPM  training  certificate  number,  to  the  
sales  representative(s)  or  seed  vendor(s),  including  direct
-to-farm  seed  vendors,  from  whom  they  purchased  the  
New  requirements  for  farmers
New   requirements   for   farmers   are   being   introduced   to   seeds  or  to  the  custom  seed  treater  used  for  treating  
ensure   that   neonicotinoid-treated   corn   and   soybean   seeds  with  neonicotinoids.
seeds   are   used   only   when   there   is   a   demonstrated   pest  
problem.   These   requirements   will   be   phased-in   over   a   They  can  only  plant  neonicotinoid-treated  seeds  in  the  
application  area  (or  areas)  on  their  farm  property  
period  of  time  to  allow  farmers  to  adapt.
identified  in  their  pest  assessment  report.
If   you   will   not   be   planting   neonicotinoid-treated   corn   or  
2
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Farmers   using   the   services   of   a   custom   seed   treater   will  
still   be   responsible   for   complying   with   the   regulation   and  
must  follow  the  same  requirements  and  timelines  as  they  
would   if   they   were   buying   seeds   from   a   vendor/treated  
seed   sales   representative.    All   relevant   documentation  
will  need  to  be  provided  to  the  custom  seed  treater.

The   IPM   training   will   be   unique   in   that   it   will   include  
training  on  the  importance  of  pollinators  in  the  ecosystem  
and   how   to   protect   them   from   pesticide   exposure.   It   will  
also   include   training   on   identifying   pests   and   pest  
scouting   methods,   and   alternative   methods   to   using  
pesticides.

There   are   no  requirements  for  using  non-treated  seed  or  
fungicide-only   treated   seed.   Using   non-treated   seed   can  
help   protect   pollinators   and   reduce   the   impact   of  
neonicotinoids  on  the  environment.

The  new  IPM  course  will  be  available  starting  in  fall  2015,  
and  will  run  continuously  thereafter.  Following  successful  
completion  of  the  course,  farmers  will  receive  a  certificate  
number.

Seed  Amount  Declaration
A   Seed   Amount   Declaration   is   a   written   commitment   to  
only  plant 50  per  cent  or  less of  the  total  area  of  your  farm  
operation   with   neonicotinoid-treated   corn   or   soybean  
seed.  

IPM  training
Farmers   will   be   able   to   take   training   in   a   classroom   at  
various   locations   or   online   through   the   University   of  
Guelph,   Ridgetown   Campus.   To   encourage   participation,  
IPM   training   will   be   offered   free   of   charge until  
September   2016.   More   information   will   be   available   in  
September  2015.

More information on the new
requirements at Ontario.ca/neonics
Note   that   the   calculation   is   completed   separately   by  
commodity   for   each   of   corn   and   soybeans.   In   order   to  
purchase   neonicotinoid-treated   seed,   this   declaration  
must   be   provided   to   the   person   from   whom   farmers   are  
purchasing   their  seed   or  to  the  custom  seed   treater.  The  
declaration  must  include:
the  acreage  of  land  on  which  farmers  will  plant  treated  
and  untreated  corn  or  soybean  seed  before  August  31,  
2016  at  all  of  the  farm  properties  that  are  used  for  their  
agricultural  operation
the  location  of  each  farm  property  or  a  legal  description  
of  the  property
the   total   acreage   of   all   of   the   application   areas   where  
farmers   will   plant   neonicotinoid-treated   seeds   before  
August  31,  2016  and  all  of  the  farm  properties  that  are  
used  for  the  agricultural  operation.

Farmers   do   not   need   to   take   IPM   training   if   they   are   a  
farm   owner   who   hires   people   to   purchase   and   plant  
seeds.   In   this   case,   the   person   they   hire   (e.g.,   farm  
manager  or  supervisor)  will  need  to  take  IPM  training.
An  IPM  trained  person  can  supervise  up  to  seven  people  
who  are  planting  seeds  on  the  farm.
If   farmers   do   not   intend   to   buy   and   plant   neonicotinoidtreated   seeds,   they   are   not   required   to   take   IPM   training  
or   file   a   pest   assessment   report.   Non-treated   seed   or  
fungicide-only   treated   corn   and   soybean   seed,   for  
example,   are   not   Class   12   pesticides.   Farmers   do   not  
need   IPM   training   to   purchase   or   plant   these   types   of  
seeds.

Pest  assessment  report
A   pest   assessment   report   is   documented   proof   that   there   is  
A Seed  Amount  Declaration is  valid  only  for  seed  intended   a  pest  problem  that  requires  the  use  of  neonicotinoid-treated  
seed  to  control  the  pests.
to  be  planted  in  the  2016  growing  seasons.

Integrated  pest  management  training
Integrated   pest   management   (IPM)   is   an   approach   to  
managing  pests  that  is  environmentally  and  economically  
sustainable.   IPM   promotes   the   use   of   different   methods  
to   prevent   and   reduce   the   risk   of   pests   and   encourage  
beneficial   insects,   including   pollinators.   Under   IPM,  
pesticides   are   used   as   a   last   resort   to   control   pest  
problems.

In  order  to  purchase  neonicotinoid-treated  corn  and  soybean  
seed,   a   person   (i.e.,   farmer)   must   provide   a   pest  
assessment   report   to   a   vendor,   sales   representative   or  
custom  seed  treater.
There   are   two   kinds   of   pest   assessments:   soil   inspection  
and  crop  inspection.
Soil   inspection is   a   method   that   confirms   the   presence   of  
an  average  of  two  or  more  grubs  or  one  wireworm  in  soil  at  a  
farm  property  (see Conducting  A  Pest  Assessment  for  Use  of  
Class  12  Pesticides for  more  information  on  pest  thresholds).  
A   report   must   verify   that   pest   thresholds   have   been   met   or  
exceeded.

Starting   on   August   31,   2016,   successful   completion   of   a  
new   IPM   training   course   will   be   required   in   order   to  
purchase   and   plant   neonicotinoid-treated   corn   and  
soybean   seed.   Farmers   will   need   to   provide   proof   that  
they   have   completed   this   training   by   submitting   their  
certificate   number   to   a   sales   representative,   vendor   or   A   farmer   can   choose   when   to   do   soil   pest   scouting.   This   is  
often  done  in  the  spring  or  fall.
custom  seed  treater.  
Certification   is   valid   for   five   years   (i.e.   farmers   will   only   From  August  31,  2015  to  August  31,  2016,  any  farmer  can  
do  soil  pest  scouting,  perform  a  pest  assessment  and  
need  to  take  the  course  once  every  five  years).
prepare  a  report.
3
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Starting  August  31,  2016  until  August,  31,  2017,  farmers  
will  be  able  to  perform  a  pest  assessment  and  prepare  a  
report   if   they   if   they   have   a   certificate   number   from  
completion   of   the   new   integrated   pest   management  
(IPM)  training.

including   farmers,   can   perform   a   soil   inspection   pest  
assessment  with  no  special  certification  or  training.

Starting   August   31,   2016   (for   the   2017   growing   season)  
only  those  with  IPM  training  can  conduct  a  soil  inspection  
pest  assessment  and  prepare  an  Inspection  of  Soil  -  Pest  
Starting   on   August   31,   2017,   a   requirement   that   a   Assessment   Report.   If   a   farmer   has   received   IPM  
professional  pest  advisor  conduct  a  soil   inspection  pest   certification,   they   can   perform   the   soil   inspection   pest  
assessment  and  prepare  a  report  will  begin  to  be  phased   assessment.  
in.   This   requirement   is   being   phased   in   over   time   on   a  
geographic  basis  to  best  target  regions  with  the  greatest   Starting   on   August   31,   2017,   a   requirement   that   a  
pollinator  mortality  rates.
professional  pest  advisor  conduct  a  soil   inspection  pest  
assessment  and  prepare  a  report  will  begin  to  be  phased  
For   the  soil   pest  scouting   method   an Inspection  of  Soil   –   in.    This   requirement   is   being   phased   in   over   time   on   a  
Pest   Assessment   Report will   need   to   be   completed   and   geographic   basis   to   best   target   regions   with   greatest  
signed.
pollinator  mortality  rates.  
Crop  inspection  assessment is  a  method  that  confirms:
at   least   a   15   per   cent   stand   loss   in   corn   caused   by  
pests
at  least  a  30  per  cent  stand  loss  in  soybean  caused  by  
pests.

Once   the   professional   pest   advisor   requirement   is  
phased   in,   a   professional   pest   advisor   will   need   to  
perform   or   supervise   the   assessment   and   complete   a  
report   at   least   once   every   three   years.      A   pest  
assessment   report   can   be   used   for   the   purchase   of  
neonic-treated   seed   as   long   as   the   assessment   was  
If  a  farmer  believes  they  have  experienced  crop  damage   conducted  within  the  12-month  period  prior  to  the  sale  or  
from  pests,  they  can  choose  to  have  a   crop   inspection   transfer  of  the  seed.    
pest  assessment  conducted.  A  professional  pest  advisor  
will   be   required   to   conduct   this   assessment   as   this   For   those   years   that   the   farm   property   does   not   land  
method   requires   specialized   knowledge   of   pests   and   under  a  Schedule,  the  soil   inspection  can  be  conducted  
by   the   IPM   certified   grower.   Refer   to   page   10   of   this  
crop  damage.
issue   for   the schedule of   the   counties   and   regions   of  
Pest   assessments   must   be   done   according   to   Ontario   to   know   when   professional   pest   advisors   are  
the Conducting   a   Pest   Assessment   for   Use   of   Class   12   required  for  their  area.
Pesticides guideline.
It   is   important   to   remember   that   a   crop   inspection  
The   guideline   outlines   how   assessments   are   to   be   assessment  must  always  be  done  by  a  professional  pest  
conducted,   sets   out   the   minimum   thresholds,   and   advisor   as   this   form   of   assessment   requires   specialized  
explains  how  to  calculate  the  application  area  where  the   knowledge  of  pests  and  crop  damage.
neonicotinoid-treated  seeds  are  to  be  planted  at  the  farm  
Approved  professional  pest  advisors
property.
A   professional   pest   advisor   is   an   individual   who   fits   one  
After  August  31,  2016,  a   pest   assessment   report   must   or  more  of  the  following  criteria:
recognized  as  a  Certified  Crop  Advisor  (CCA)  certified  
be   completed   each   year   in   order   to   purchase   and   use  
by   the   American   Society   of   Agronomy   and   a   member  
neonicotinoid-treated  seeds.    A  pest   assessment   report  
in  good  standing  of  the  Ontario  Certified  Crop  Advisor  
can   be   used   for   the   purchase   of   neonic-treated   seed   as  
Association
long   as   the   assessment   was   conducted   within   the   12a   registered   member   (i.e.   a   professional   agrologist)  
month  period  prior  to  the  sale  or  transfer  of  the  seed.
under   the Ontario   Institute   of   Professional   Agrologists  
For   the   crop   damage   pest   assessment   method,   an  
Act 2013  with  a  field  of  practice  relating  to  pest  control  
Inspection  of  a Crop  –  Pest  Assessment  Report  will  need  
or   the   production   processing   and   protection   of  
to   be   completed   and   signed   by   a   professional   pest  
agricultural,   horticultural   and   related   products   and  
advisor.
supplies
a  person  who holds  an  authorizing  certificate  issued  by  
Soil  inspection  pest  assessment
an  out-of-province  regulatory  authority  in  respect  of  a  
Unless  an  Inspection  of  Crop   –  Pest  Assessment  Report  
field  of  practice  similar  to  a  professional  agrologist  or  
was   done   on   the   farm   property,   a   soil   inspection   pest  
CCA
assessment   must   be   done   each   year   in   order   to  
a  person  who   has  the  qualifications  equivalent  of  a  
purchase   and   plant   neonic-   treated   seed.   The  
CCA  or  professional  agrologist  as  determined  by  the  
requirement   to   have   a   professional   pest   advisor   perform  
Ministry  of  the  Environment  and  Climate  Change.
a   soil   inspection   pest   assessment   is   being   phased   in  
over   time   on   a   geographic   basis   to   best   target   regions   Starting  August  31,  2017,  a  professional  pest  advisor  must  
with  the  greatest  pollinator  mortality  rates.
be  independent,  in  that  they  cannot  derive  a  financial  
benefit  from  a  person  who  manufactures  or  sells  a  
To   prepare   for   the   2016   growing   season,   anyone,  
4
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Class   12   pesticide   or   a   pesticide   that   is   used   to   treat   a   pest   assessment   is   required   each   year   prior   to   seed  
seed  so  that  it  becomes  a  Class  12  pesticide.
order.   If   the   pest   assessment   meets   threshold,   bring   a  
completed   pest   assessment   report   to   your   seed  
Submitting  a  complete  pest  assessment  report  
representative(s)   or   seed   vendor(s)   to   the   time   of   seed  
Farmers   will   need   to   provide   the   completed   pest   order.      A   pest   assessment   report   can   be   used   for   the  
assessment   report   to   the   vendor   and/or   the   treated   purchase   of   neonic-treated   seed   as   long   as   the  
seed  sales  representative  from  whom  they  purchase  their   assessment   was   conducted   within   the   12-month   period  
neonicotinoid-treated  seeds.  If  they  use  the  services  of  a   prior  to  the  sale  or  transfer  of  the  seed.
custom   seed   treater   to   have   seed   treated   with  
neonicotinoid   insecticides,   they   will   need   to   provide   the   Pest  Assessments
completed   report   to   the   custom   seed   treater.   They   must   There   are   two   different   pest   assessment   methods;;   1)   Soil  
also   keep   a   copy   of   the   report   at   their   farm   for   at   least   Inspection   or   2)   Crop   Inspection.      One   of   these   pest  
two  years.
assessments   must   be   completed   each   year   to   purchase  
Class  12  treated  seed.
The   vendor   or   custom   seed   treater   will   then   submit   the  
pest   assessment   report   to   the   Ministry   of   Agriculture,  
Food  and  Rural  Affairs  using  the  address  specified  on  the  
Thresholds for use of a Class
form.

12 pesticide

Conducting a pest assessment for
use of Class 12 Pesticides O. Reg. 63/09 under the Pesticides
Act

Soil  Inspection  Thresholds
The  threshold  for  wireworms  to  purchase  and  
use  (plant)  NNI  corn  or  soybean  seed  treat-
ment  (Class  12  pesticide)  is  an  average  of  1  
wireworm  averaged  over  5  scouting  locations.
The  threshold  for  grubs  to  purchase  and  use  
(plant)  NNI  corn  or  soybean  seed  treatment  
(Class  12)  is  an  average  of  2  grubs  averaged  
over  5  scouting  locations.  

Visit  Ontario.ca/neonics  for  more  information  on  
Conducting  a  Pest  Assessment  for  Use  of  Class  12  
Pesticides.

As   of   July   1,   2015,   regulatory   amendments   under   the  
Pesticides   Act   and   Ontario   Regulation   63/09   (O.   Reg.  
63/09)  are  in  effect  to  reduce  the  impact  that  neonicotinoid  
insecticides   have   on   pollinator   health.   The   regulation  
includes   a   new   class   of   pesticides   for   corn   and   soybean  
seeds   treated   with   imidacloprid,   thiamethoxam   and  
clothianidin  (referred  to  as  Class  12  pesticides).  

Crop  Inspection  Thresholds  
The  stand  loss  threshold  for  a  corn  crop  is  15  
percent.  
The  stand  loss  threshold  for  a  soybean  crop  is  
30  percent.

Pest  assessment  method  1  –  
Soil  Inspection

For  fall  of  2015  to  order  seed  for  2016
There  are  two  ways  to  inspect  your  soil  for  pests:
If  intending  to  plant  50  per  cent  or  less of  the  total  area  of  
Baiting  for  wireworms
where  corn  or  soybeans  are  planted,  you  will  not  have  to  
Digging  for  grubs  and/or  wireworms
conduct   a pest   assessment.   Instead,   fill   out   the   Seed  
Amount   Declaration,   indicating   where   the   Class   12   seed   For  both  methods,  follow  these  scouting  requirements:
will  be  planted  and  provide  it  to  your  seed  representative 1. Divide   each   field   where   neonic-treated   corn   or  
(s)  or  seed  vendor(s)  at  the  time  of  seed  order.
soybeans   is   intended   to   be   planted   into   100   acre   or  
less  “plots”.    A  soil  inspection  must  be  conducted  on  
If   intending   to   plant   more   than   50   per   cent   of   the   total  
each  100  acre  or  less  “plot”.
area   of   where  corn   or  soybeans  are   planted,  then   a   soil   2. Inspect  a   minimum   of   five   scouting  locations  in  each  
inspection  pest  assessment  is  required  prior  to  ordering  
plot.   The   scouting   locations   must   be   at   least   10  
Class   12   corn   or   soybean   seed.   If   the   soil   inspection  
metres   apart  from  each  other.  Each  scouting  location  
pest   assessment   meets   threshold,   bring   a   completed  
involves  setting  up  a  bait  trap  or  digging  in  the  soil.  See  
Inspection   of   Soil   –   Pest   Assessment   Report   to   your  
example  diagram.
seed   representative(s)   or   seed   vendor(s)   at   the   time   of   3. If   a   soil   inspection   meets   threshold   for   that   plot,   the  
seed  order.    
plot   becomes   the   application   area   where   the   neonictreated  seed  (Class  12  pesticide)  can  be  planted.
Planning  ahead  for  2017  growing  season  and  beyond
If   intending   to   plant   any   neonic-treated   corn   or   soybean  
seed   (Class   12   pesticide)   in   2017   and   beyond,   then   a  
5
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A  large  container  or  backpack  to  carry  supplies
A  shovel
Bait  (enough  for  five  scouting  locations  within  each  
plot).  Per  scouting  location,  you  will  need:  
1  cup  of  all-purpose  flour,  or
1   cup   equal   parts   untreated   corn,   wheat  
and  beans,  soaked  overnight,  or
1  cup  of  freshly  chopped  potatoes  or  sweet  
potatoes.
Measuring  cup
Flag
Marker
Notebook  and  pencil
Black  plastic  garbage  bags
Global   Positioning   System   (GPS)   or   paper   and   a  
pencil   to   map   out   scouting   locations   for   your  
assessment  report.

When  to  perform  a  soil  inspection
You  can  conduct  a  soil   inspection  in  either  the  fall  or  the  
spring  when  wireworms  or  grubs  are  likely  to  be  at  the  soil  
surface.
Fall:   Scout   before   you   order   seed.   Typically,   scouting  
should   occur   between   early   September   and   mid-late  
October  as  long  as  soil  temperatures  are  moderate  to  cool  
and  there  has  not  been  a  hard  frost.  
Spring:   Scout   before   you   plant   or   shortly   after   planting.  
Scouting  can  be   done   when  soil   temperatures  reach   10oC  
and  until  soil  temperatures  reach  approximately  25°C.

Baiting  for  wireworms
Bait   traps   are   the   more   effective   method   of   scouting   for  
wireworms   as   they   attract   wireworms   to   the   bait.   You   can  
also   dig   for   wireworms   (as   explained   under   “Digging  
Method”)  though  digging  may  not  be  as  effective.

Where  to  bait  for  wireworms    
Establish   bait   stations   in   higher   risk   area   of   the   plot.  
Examples  include:  
Sandy  or  silty  areas
Patches  with  grassy  weeds
Southern-facing   field   edges   where   the   sun   warms   the  
soil
Ensure   you   are   baiting   in   at   least   five   scouting   locations  
within  your  plots  of  no  more  than  100  acres  each.

How  to  bait  for  wireworms  

After  dividing  your  property  into  plots  and  selecting  at  least  
five  scouting  locations   at   least   10   metres   apart,   at   each  
location:
1. Dig  a  hole  at  each  station,  approximately  15cm  x  15cm  
x  15cm.
2. Take   and   place   bait   ingredient   at   bottom   of   hole.  
Example  baits  include:    
1  cup  of  all-purpose  flour  or
1   cup   soaked   overnight   equal   parts   untreated   corn,  
wheat  and  beans,  or
1  cup  of  freshly  chopped  potatoes  (or  sweet  potatoes)
Consider   testing   different   bait   ingredients   to  
see   which   is   most   effective   for   your   soil   and  
species  of  wireworm.
3. Bury  the  bait,  breaking  up  any  soil  clumps  and  mound  
the  soil  to  prevent  standing  water.
4. If  the  soil  is  still  very  cool,  consider  placing  a  plastic  
garbage  bag  over  the  bait  to  speed  up  fermentation.
5. Place  a  flag  at  the  scouting  location  to  make  it  easier  to  
find  later.  Number  the  flag  with  the  marker  and  record  
the  scouting  location’s  number  and  type  of  bait  to  
reference  later.
6. Consider  placing  more  than  the  required  five  bait  
locations  in  each  plot  due  to  the  potential  risk  of  
predators  like  skunks  and  racoons  that  may  dig  up  the  
baits.  You  need  to  be  able  to  report  on  the  results  of  
five  bait  locations  for  each  plot.
7. Sketch  a  map  of  your  scouting  locations  for  your  Pest  
Assessment  Report.
8. Wait  7  to  10  days.  During  that  time,  the  bait  will  
ferment  and  release  carbon  dioxide  that  will  attract  
nearby  wireworms.
9. After  7  to  10  days,  dig  the  bait  out  and  count  and  
record  the  number  of  wireworms  at  each  scouting  
location.
10. Complete  the  Inspection  of  Soil  -  Pest  Assessment  
Report,  including  the  number  of  wireworms  found  at  
each  scouting  location.  If  the  soil  inspection  threshold  
is  reached,  you  are  able  to  purchase  and  plant  Class  
12  seed  in  that  plot  area  of  100  acres  or  less.    

To  bait  for  wireworms,  you  will  need:
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  Example  Calcula on:  Wireworms
Plot

Bait  1

Bait  2  

Bait  3

Bait  4

Bait  5

(Scouting  
location  1)

(Scouting  
location  2)

(Scouting  
location  3)

(Scouting  
location  4)

(Scouting  
location    
5)

Total

Average

1

4

0

0

2

1

7/5

=  1

2

5

0

0

0

0

5/5

=  1

3

0

0

1

0

2

3/5

=  0

Plot  1  and  2  meet  wireworm  threshold.  If  the  plot  is  less  than  100  acres  and  has  one  assessment  roll  
number,  the  plot  may  be  included  as  an  application  area  in  a  Pest  Assessment  Report.
Plot  3  does  not  meet  threshold  and  cannot  be  planted  with  a  Class  12  pesticide.
Bring  your  completed  Inspection  of  Soil  –  Pest  Assessment   Where  to  dig
Report  to  your  seed  representative(s)  or  seed  vendor(s).  A   Consider   digging   for   grubs   and   wireworms   in   high   risk  
pest  assessment  report  can  be  used  for  the  purchase  of   areas  first,  like:
neonic-treated  seed  as  long  as  the  assessment  was  
Sandy  knolls  
conducted  within  the  12-month  period  prior  to  the  sale  or  
Near  treelines
transfer  of  the  seed.
Areas  where  there  have  been  patchy  weeds
Gaps  in  stand
Soil  conditions  can  impact  bait  effectiveness.  If  soil  
If  crop  is  already  planted,  consider  looking  for  wilting  plants/
temperatures  change  quickly  within  the  7  to  10  day  wait  
gaps  in  the  stand  and  dig  up  the  next  surviving  plants  in  the  
period  (such  as  too  warm  or  too  cold)  or  the  soil  dries  too  
row.
quickly,  the  baits  may  not  successfully  attract  wireworms.  
Consider  conducting  the  soil  inspection  again  once  
Ensure   you   dig   in   at   least   five   scouting   locations   for   each  
conditions  improve.
100  acres  or  less  (“plot”).  There  is  no  maximum  number  of  
scouting   locations;;   you   only   report   on   the   average   of   five  
The threshold for wireworms to purchase
digs.  
and use (plant) NNI corn or soybean seed
treatment (Class 12) is an average of 1
How  to  dig  for  grubs  and  wireworms
wireworm averaged over 5 scouting
To  dig  for  these  pests,  you’ll  need:
locations.
A  shovel
A  notebook  and  pencil
A  Global   Positioning   System  (GPS)  or  paper   and   a  
pencil   to   map   out   scouting   locations   for   your  
assessment  report.

Digging  method  for  grubs  and  wireworms
To  conduct  a  soil   inspection  for  the  presence  of  grubs  
or   wireworms,   dig   the   soil   up   in   five   scouting   locations  
within   each   plot   of   100   acres   or   less.      Historically,  
digging  has  been  more  successful  at  finding  grubs  than  
wireworms.

After   dividing   your   property   into   plots   of   100   acres   or   less  
and   selecting   scouting   (digging)   locations   (each   scouting  
location   must   be   at   least   at   least   10   metres   apart   in   all  
directions):  
1. Dig  a  hole  approximately  30  cm  wide,  30  cm  long,  and  
7  -  10  cm  deep.
2. Sift  through  the  soil,  breaking  up  any  clumps.  Look  for  
grubs  or  wireworms  in  soil  or  roots  of  plants  dug  up.
3. Record   the   number   of   grubs   or   wireworms   found   at  
each  scouting  location
4. If   the   soil   inspection   threshold   of   an   average   of   one  
wireworm   or   two   grubs   averaged   over   five   scouting  
locations   has   been   met,   the   plot   that   the   assessment  
was   done   on   is   now   the   application   area.      Neonictreated  corn  or  soybean  seed  (Class  12  pesticide)  can  
be   purchased   and   planted   in   that   plot   of   100   acres   or  
less.   Complete   the   Inspection   of   Soil   -   Pest  
Assessment   Report   and   provide   it   to   your   seed  
representative(s)  or  seed  vendor(s)  at  the  time  of  seed  
order.  
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Example  Calculation:  Grubs
Plot

Scouting  
location  
1

Scouting  
location  
2

Scouting  
location  3

Scouting  
location  
4

Scouting  
location  
5

Total

Average

1

0

1

1

0

1

3/5

=  0

2

2

0

8

0

3

13/5

=  2

3

3

2

2

4

1

12/5

=  2

Plot  1  does  not  meet  grub  threshold  and  cannot  be  planted  with  a  Class  12  pesticide.
Plots  2  and  3  meet  grub  threshold.    If  the  plot  is  less  than  100  acres  and  has  one  assessment  roll  num-
ber,  the  plot  may  be  included  as  an  application  area  in  a  Pest  Assessment  Report.

For   assessments   in   corn   the   Row   Plant   Technique   is  
used  (1/1000  acre  measurements).  
For   assessments   in   soybeans   the   Row   Plant  
Technique   or   Quadrat   Technique   (Hula   hoop/square  
frame)  are  used.  
Full   details   on   how   to   perform   a   crop   inspection   can   be  
found   in   the   guidebook:   Conducting   a   Pest   Assessment   for  
Use  of  a  Class  12  Pesticide.
4.

The   Professional   Pest   Advisor   will   calculate   and   record  
the  percentage  of  stand  loss.
5. If  the  crop   inspection  threshold  has  been  reached  (See  
“Crop   inspection   thresholds”),   the   Professional   Pest  
Advisor   will   complete   the   Inspection   of   Crop   -   Pest  
Assessment   Report.   This   report   can   then   be   used   to  
purchase   neonic-treated   corn   or   soybean   seed   for   that  
entire   farm   property   that   is   under   one   assessment   roll  
number,  as  long  as  the  planted  area  includes  the  plot  area  
that  the  crop  inspection  assessment  was  conducted  on.    A  
Pest  assessment  method  2  –  Inspection  of  a  crop  
pest   assessment   report  can  be  used  for  the  purchase  
In  corn  or  soy  fields  that  were   not  planted  with  neonicotinoidof   neonic-treated   seed   as   long   as   the   assessment   was  
treated  seed,  if  stand  loss  or  damage  occurs  in  spring  due  to  
conducted   within   the   12-month   period   prior   to   the   sale  
wireworms,   grubs,   seedcorn   maggot,   bean   leaf   beetle   (soys  
or  transfer  of  the  seed.
only)  or  corn  rootworm  (corn  only),  you  have  the  opportunity  to  
have   a   professional   pest   advisor   conduct   a   crop   inspection   Crop  inspection  thresholds
pest  assessment  and  complete  an  Inspection  of  a  Crop  –  Pest   The  crop  inspection  thresholds  are:
Assessment  Report.  
15%  for  corn  stand  loss
30%  for  soybean  stand  loss
The  definition  of  stand  loss  is  either  through  failure  of  plants  to  
emerge   or  lack   of   plant   vigour,  resulting   in   stunted,   damaged  
or  dead  plants.  
Crop  Inspection
If   your   corn   or   soybean   crop   has   experienced   damage   and  
you   suspect   wireworms,   grubs,   seedcorn   maggot,   bean   leaf  
beetle  (soy  only)  or  corn  rootworm  (corn  only)  were  the  cause:
1. Contact   a   Professional   Pest   Advisor   to   arrange   for   an  
assessment.  
2. Identify   an   area   of   the   farm   property   (having   one  
assessment   roll   number)   that   needs   the   crop   inspection  
done   (stand   loss   has   occurred   in   an   untreated   corn   or  
soybean  area  of  the  field).  The  area  to  be  assessed  (plot)  
must  be  no  larger  than  100  acres.
3. The  Professional  Pest  Advisor  will  conduct  an  assessment  
of  the  plot  and  will:
Identify   five   stand   loss   locations   of   the   plot   and   compare  
them  with  five  areas  of  non-stand  loss  locations  of  the  plot    
Consider   both   absent   plants   and   damaged/poor   vigour  
plants:  
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Crop  rotations  for  each  farm  property
Don’t  rely  on  conducting  the  soil  inspections  only  in  the  fall,  prior  to  seed  order.    Fall  conditions  can  change  quickly  and  
reduce  your  ability  to  successfully  conduct  the  pest  assessment.  Plan  ahead  and  try  to  do  some  of  the  soil  inspections  in  
the  spring  to  also  use  towards  your  fall  seed  order.  The  following  are  examples  of  different  crop  rotations  and  how  they  
can  affect  if  and  when  a  soil  inspection  or  crop  loss  assessment  should  be  done.

9
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Schedule of  Ontario  counties  and  regions  when  professional  pest  advisors  are  required
Starting   August   31,   2017,   the   phased-in   requirement   begins   for   Professional   Pest   Advisors   (PPA)   to   supervise   or  
conduct  the  soil   inspection.  Below  is  the  list  of  counties  under  each  Schedule.    In  the  year  that  the  farm  property  lands  
under  one  of  these  Schedules,  the   soil   inspection  assessment  must  be  supervised  or  conducted  by  an  independent  
Professional  Pest  Advisor.    For  those  years  that  the  farm  property  does  not  land  under  a  Schedule,  the  soil   inspection  
can  be  conducted  by  the  IPM  certified  grower.

Schedule  3:  

Schedule  1:  

Schedule  2:  

2017  PPA  Soil  
Inspections

2018  PPA  Soil  
Inspections

For  Farm  Proper-
ties  in:
Dufferin
Frontenac
Halton
Lambton
Middlesex
Muskoka
Prince  Edward
Stormont,  Dundas  
and  Glengarry
Toronto
Wellington

For  Farm  Properties  
in:
Bruce
Elgin
Grey
Haldimand
Hamilton
Huron
Nipissing
Norfolk
Ottawa
Oxford
Peel
Sudbury
Waterloo

2019  PPA  Soil  Inspections
For  Farm  Properties  in:
Algoma
Brant
Chatham-Kent
Cochrane
Durham
Essex
Haliburton
Hastings
Kawartha  Lakes
Kenora
Lanark
Leeds  and  Grenville
Lennox  and  Addington
Manitoulin
Niagara
Northumberland
Parry  Sound
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott  and  Russell
Rainy  River
Renfrew
Simcoe
Thunder  Bay
Timiskaming
York

A  crop  inspection  after  stand  loss  must  always  be  completed  by  a  Professional  Pest  Advisor.

Agricultural  Information  Contact  Centre:  
  1-877-424-1300
E-mail:  ag.info.omafra@ontario.ca
www.ontario.ca/omafra
©Queen’s  Printer  for  Ontario,  2013   
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goldenhorseshoe is provided by the Golden Horseshoe Soil and Crop
Improvement Association in cooperation with the local associations in
the counties/regions of Brant, Haldimand, Halton, Niagara North,
Niagara South, Norfolk, Peel, Wentworth (City of Hamilton) and the
generous support of our agribusiness and newsletter contributing
sponsors.
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